SWBAT (Students Will Be Able To) locate on a map Istanbul and five other strategic cities of the Near East/ eastern Mediterranean region using current names.
SWBAT know specific name changes which occurred when places came under Greek (Byzantine or earlier), Ottoman and other control as power shifts in the region occurred through time.
Suggested Procedure:
Opening Tell students that : Although a location of a place (town, village, region, etc.) may remain through time, it is sometimes known and identified by different names through time or by the various peoples who come into contact with the place. A place may have more than one name, even if only one is considered 'official'. It may be a nickname ('Big Apple' for New York City, 'Windy City' for Chicago, etc.) or be ethnically or linguistically linked ('Navajo' in English = 'Dene' in Navajo; 'Hottentots' in Afrikaans or English = 'Khoi khoi' in San). Sometimes name changes occur because of power shifts. For example, 'Nieuw Amsterdam' became 'New York' once the Dutch lost control of Manhattan and surroundings. Remember what we've been studying regarding the eastern Mediterranean region and the Ottoman Empire in particular. Listen to the following song and see if you can think of in which category (nickname, linguistic change, power change or some combination) one or more of the five standard Geographic themes and /or the five key Geographic questions he name difference referred to might fall. 
Development
Have students individually or in pairs look at a list of Ottoman-era place names to identify five sites in Turkey and the Balkans by their Ottoman-era names. This is done by students creating a list of the Greek or other language place names beside the matching Ottoman-era Turkish names in Turkey and the Balkans. Students use their previous class knowledge, the internet and/or an atlas to carry out this task. In the process of doing this, students will find that some names which were Greek or another language in the Ottoman era become Turkish in the modern era, and vise versa. Ask students if they have noticed that some place names have had several changes (e.g., Philippolipolis to Filibe to Plovdiv, in Bulgaria). Ask them to share any examples they've noticed and have them suggest a reason for this. Weaker students may need to be actually given a list and then given only the responsibility for finding the places on the map.
Examples of relevant place name changes for students to work with: Having completed this task, have students:
-suggest reasons for the name changes.
-Consider why name changes occurred only from certain languages to certain others.
Student discussion should play a large role in this exercise. If some students prove reluctant to participate, use the 'popsicle method' to ensure chances to participate. "I don't know" is not a response. Neither is "I don't care." Encourage logical responses but allow a role for imagination. (Popsicle method: Each student's name is written on two popsicles. These are kept in a bundle and names are pulled at random for participation if needed. By having each name in twice, a student isn't automatically off the hook and apt to stop paying attention if his/her name has already been called once.)
Closing:
So what does this really say about a place over time? What do name changes signify? What is the 'subtext'? Why does it matter? Or does it? What does it infer about power? Why do new power brokers often insist in name changes?
Can students think of more recent examples? (e.g., Belgian Congo to Congo to Zaire to Republic of Congo; Matabeleland/Mashonaland/Manicaland to Southern Rhodesia to Rhodesia to Zimbabwe), Tanganyika and Zanzibar to Tanzania, part of French Indo-China to Campuchia to Cambodia; Southwest Africa to Namibia, Burma to Myanmar; East Pakistan to Bangladesh, etc. ) Ask them why many examples seem to abound in the Third World. What has happened there historically over the past century or recent decades that could explain this? Even if students don't have factual knowledge, guide them in using logic and inference skills to come up with reasonable explanations or suggestions.
Assessment:
-Degree of accuracy and number of examples completed in map exercise; determine percentage that will be acceptable. It is not necessary to have 100% on this particular exercise, but students should have made an attempt to correctly label at least, for example, 6 out of 10 place names possible on the map.
-participation in class discussion and online work -task focus Extension: Student research and offer additional examples that reflect migration/movement or power shifts. -Possibilities: impact of Hapsburg Empire and post World War I changes; Pre-Communist, Communist era, post-Communist era name changes in E. Europe, Russia and Central Asia; Native American name changes or adaptations by dominant Anglo culture; street, town, provincial name and surname changes (consider the mandatory legislation regarding this last instance in Bulgaria), as well as national name changes. In their research reportback students should state why they believe such changes occurred in specific cases and what they think the significance is. (i.e., consider: ok, so what?) Information should be summarized and presented in typed Six Trait-based form.
#2 -"Eye of the Beholder" Brenda Bonine
Overview:
Students can have difficulty recognizing how differences in one geographic location, place or region can be linked to aspects of their own lives or society. This exercise will enable students to interact with photographic materials to recognize both similarities and differences between their own society and that of the former Ottoman empire territories.
Students will also recognize how visual aids can help them better understand the characteristics of a place or region. To do this, they will build on what they have already read and discussed regarding the geography and history of the former Ottoman lands by examining a series of photographs. Although the photos are modern, they reflect the impact of the Ottoman time period on the region. Additional readings (or websites) are also suggested. By justifying their selection of specific photos to reflect the five Geographic themes and the major Geographic questions, students will develop logical thinking, inference and analysis skills.
Students will also consider ways in which visuals can be misleading or lead to stereotyping and will consider how this drawback can be mitigated. Tell students that: Geographic themes provide a framework which enables us to approach large amounts of information systematically. This can be for purposes of analysis or simply to gain a basic understanding of the area or geographic aspect being examined. Examining the historical context of a region allows us to better understand how it came to be the way it is. We may also be able to infer possible future situations based on what we know has occurred in the past.
Gaining a comprehensive understanding of the geography of a region is a little like piecing together a puzzle from many parts. This lesson will help you do this by giving you practice in identifying geographic themes relevant to the Ottoman Empire as they appear in modern photographic and visual information (location, place, region, movement, human/environment interaction) . The activity will also help you answer the five key geographic questions which let us better understand a region. Divide students into groups of three to four, based on whichever grouping system you prefer. Students will work in their groups to select ten of 20-30 photos or other visuals made available which they feel reflect geographic themes or answer key geographic questions. Their rationale for their choices will be written down in a group paper to be both presented to the class and handed in.
Next have students consider and orally (this should take at least 15 minutes of the class period):
-What are the limitations in gaining information from specific photos?
-Which photos caused you to have a reaction? (negative or positive). Why?
-What did you notice in the visuals which reflected how that region meets a specific cultural need or role? (e.g., rites of passage, food, clothing, gender relations, shelter, transportation, education, leisure, commemoration of key beliefs or events through monuments or similar, etc.) How were these cultural needs handled differently or similarly to those from your own culture? Why do you feel these similarities or differences might have occurred?
-What questions are raised from students' analysis of either specific photos or of the photo/visual group as a whole? What things can they observe or presume? What else would they like to know or feel they should know before being able to make an analysis?
-What things do the pictures make students more curious about? What issues do the pictures raise, if any?
Closing:
For a written activity after the discussion outlined above, students will individually relate something observed in the visuals to a memory of one of their own experiences. This can be positive or negative, but students should write at least one full descriptive paragraph, describing the picture, linking it to their experience, and explaining why the connection was made. (example: photo of Greek rural cafe's preserves and bottled herbs might trigger a memory or experience a student had of some family member bottling fruit...or conversely, may cause them to think of how this contrasts with their own grocery shopping in a large supermarket.)
The various ethnic groups often occupied specific economic niches. For example, Greek and Armenian Christians were often merchants of considerable power. In addition, historic events affected the location and movement of these groups, in some cases increasing their impact in the region; in others, diminishing it. For this lesson you will work in pairs to find out more about several of the major ethnic groups that lived in the Ottoman Empire. You will also discover whether these groups are still in the region today. It so, you will try to see if their distribution or numbers have changed and if so, to what effect.
Development:
Students are told to pair up using whichever technique you prefer. Each pair will then select one ethnic group to examine. The instructor will ensure that each major ethnic group is covered by at least one pair.
Students are then referred to a list of sites, from which they may select relevant material to review. They may also find their own sites, but the instructor should approve any additional site a student wishes to utilize. Students will create a one to two page typed summary report to present to the class, discussing at least four of the following aspects for their ethnic group:
-origins and early location -changes in their location during or because of the Ottoman Empire and reasons for this movement, whether permanent or temporary -population numbers for the ethnic group during Ottoman Empire (since this involves several hundred years, the population cited will need at least a general date connected to it.)
-The role the group played in the empire -any significant events affecting the group within the empire or on the part of the group or its individual members which was important to the empire itself -current status of the group within the territories of the former empire, and whether the area concerned is still considered Turkish territory OR culturally 'Turkish'.
-impact of the group on Ottoman Empire history (its rise, development, fall or whether the group's impact was inconsequential) Student pairs will then present the information they have found to the class in a brief (5-10 minute) presentation, finally submitting their written one to two page typed report to the instructor. Students are to be encouraged to 'get into' their ethnic group as much as possible. Examples for presentations: wear their own version of the group's national costume, assume personal identities of a prominent member or typical class member for their group, prepare or present foods characteristic of the group, display a national flag or symbol if such exists, use maps and artifacts as props, play music, sing, etc. Other student pairs are required to write down at least five useful pieces of information in bulleted note form which they feel they get from each pair's presentation. These will be turned in at the end of all the presentations.
Closure:
After the presentations, the entire class will discuss which groups they feel had the most impact on the Ottoman Empire, OR, conversely, were most affected by the dominant Turkish Muslim ethnic group. Which groups seemed the least significant OR least affected? Why? They should give logical reasons for their assessments and comments.
Connection to Now: Ask students if this has had any modern day impact on regional politics, economics, history and culture. If so (YES!), why? What have been some of the results that are current today? How do they see this continuing to play a role in the future? Or do they?
Extension Suggestions:
-Based on discussions above, students can create a role play committee comprised of relevant group representatives and external observers (e.g., UN, NATO, WHO, UNHCR) to suggest ways in which any future issues regarding the borders and various ethnic groups in the region could be resolved. Suggestions could be written down and further discussed by the class as a whole as to their practicality and likelihood for success.
-Ask students if they can think of any American situation where different ethnic groups have either impacted on the dominant (Anglo-European) culture or have been impacted upon by that same culture. There are numerous examples possible; students should cite specific, logical reasons why they consider a particular case to fit this description. (Think past and present immigrant groups, current documented and undocumented immigrant issues; Native American cultural and population issues; African-and Asian-American cultural interaction with Anglo culture, etc.) -Discuss with students the impact of stereotyping specific ethnic groups and whether this could impact those groups' roles in an area. Beginning with information they have looked at within the Ottoman Empire, have students consider the case in the United States and help them see the connections and dangers of stereotyping, as well as why such occur in the first place and to what extent any such characteristics might have accuracy. What impact could stereotyping have here?
-participation and focus during pairs research time -oral presentation based on standard Language Arts rubric focusing on level of preparedness, validity and amount of relevant information. Extra points for 'bells and whistles' in presentations -typed up pair-submitted findings evaluated using Six Traits rubric.
-individual notes submitted from students on other pairs' presentations (5 bulleted notations per ethnic group, minimum)
